It’s Time to Automate

Nine Tips to Maximize
Automation Success.
Automation comes next
We’d like to take creative license with the old adage, “drastic times call for drastic
measures.” Wise and true, but today, drastic times call for effective measures.
Robotic Process Automation (RPA) will play a critical role in helping organizations
navigate to the new normal and best position themselves for what comes next.

Where to start?
Many companies realize this, but as they continue to operate at light speed and
react to new challenges each and every day, many simply don’t know where to start.
It’s understandable, but we’re here to help.

Deliver value on day 1

1.

Follow the data

2.

Build on the work of others

3.

Get your systems talking to
each other through automation

Focus on automating work for large teams
that spend a lot of time on repetitive work
with data. Start there.

Use any of the 1,000+ reusable components in
the UiPath Marketplace or work with a UiPath
partner to jumpstart your RPA journey.

Integrate your existing systems easily with RPA
instead of traditional development projects.

Build a future-ready
workforce

4.

Empower power users
In the not-so-distant future, RPA skills will be as
common—and as essential—as Microsoft Office 365®
skills are now. Accelerate this future by identifying
your RPA power users and empower them further.

5.

Train your employees

6.

Shift people to higher value work

Give employees the training (free from UiPath!) and
certifications they need to become automation experts.

Companies achieve RPA success by empowering
employees to do the work robots don’t do well: serve
customers, solve problems, and develop new ideas.

Follow the money

7.
8.
9.

Start in the C-suite
Demonstrate your company’s commitment to
success by getting C-suite leaders’ buy-in to
your automation strategy.
Rally the entire organization
When it comes to your RPA initiative, everyone
in the company contributes to its success.
Measure. Measure again
Make team leaders accountable for overall
RPA outcomes and measure to quantify the
impact of RPA.

The future of RPA starts now
To learn even more about RPA—and how many UiPath customers used the power
of automation to transform their organization—please visit uipath.com today.

